Abstract-In this paper the analysis, design and implementation of a soccer team of micro-robots is explained. Besides the technical difficulties to develop these micro-robots, this paper also shows how to develope a multi-agent co-operative system by means of Matlab/Simulink † a widely known Computer Aided Control System Design framework.
INTRODUCTION
Multi-agent based mobile robotics require new examples from application and call for new control schemes. By this way, Micro-Robot World Cup Soccer Tournament (MIROSOT) [1] meeting is a forum where rules and constraints about the way that multiple micro-robots could work together in a game is a chance to apply techniques focused on agents. This game is the micro-robotic soccer where 3 micro-robots have to play against another team of the same characteristics and try to score as much as possible.
1 MIROSOT
According to MIROSOT specifications, soccer micro-robots are limited to the size 7.5x7.5x7.5cm., and must run autonomously on a 130x90cm. sized ground. MIROSOT rules have strong analogy with real soccer rules although adapted to current robotics technology. Teams can use a centralised vision system to provide robots with situations in terms of their position and orientation so as with the ball position. The vision-based facility was widely used by participants to the MIROSOT tournament. The vision-based measures are used by a computer host, here called HOST, to calculate individual robotic movements that are send (broadcasted by an FM emitter) to the robots to be executed. This is depicted in " Fig.  1 ". Thus, since robots have autonomous behaviour but the whole team must actuate as a group, they must co-operate. This means that robots must communicate each other, and the proposal of this work is to deal with a more general problem, that is to do reasoning on communication as agents do. Therefore, Agent-Oriented Paradigm (AOP) frameworks [2] are used in this work. † 
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Fig. 1 The Overall System

2 AGENT-ORIENTED PARADIGMS AND CONTROL
Nowadays, a commonly proposed solution to the behaviour control in a community of robots is the application of agents theory [3] . The control of the global behaviour of a Soccer Team problem gives the opportunity to apply agents theory due to the distributed architecture of the mobile robots and the problem itself that implies coordination, competition, and cooperation by means of communication among each soccer player and perception. Therefore, the communication of information and knowledge is the most important action that might be taken by each agent, in this case, each soccer player.
On the other hand, control engineering projects are developed as usual in the following steps : analysis, design, and implementation. There are modern computer-based tools that handle the control engineering practice, named Computer Aided Control Systems Design (CACSD) environments. The robotics applications could be more easily developed by using such environments because of the availability of linear and non-linear systems analysis and design tools that could be useful to control robotics movements.
These two approaches are clearly different : the AOP provides us the conceptual model to describe, in a declarative style, the behavior of the team by means of high level constructs and the current CACSD are not good at representing declarative knowledge but procedural. When dealing with complex systems further declaration is fundamental. Therefore, at the moment to solve complex systems control then the distribution of knowledge is essential in addition to automatic control, and the case of the soccer micro-robotics game is specially adequate.
Therefore in this paper the conjunction of AOP and CACSD systems is proposed, becaused the AOP introduces declarative knowledge in terms of communication operators for dealing with decisions, capabilities and commitments of agents that are necessary in this project. But these concepts are, in practice within any control project, difficult to be explicitly used both for the analysis and design phases because of the lack of control-oriented tools that were integrated in agents design, and also because of the lack of Type Data Abstraction (TDA) of CACSD systems. In this work Matlab/Simulink is used because it contains matrices TDA and also is a control oriented programming language. It is specifically designed to help in the three phases of control engineering projects, both as a continuous-time simulation framework for testing the integrated simulated solution and also as a control system for micro-robots.
3 MULTI-AGENTS
The next basic elements of the multi-agent frameworks can be distinguished : a common environment, agents, interaction between agents, and interactions between agents and the environment. In this work, the environment is the soccer field that is shared by another soccer team that continuously evolves in it, so that it must be considered as a dynamic environment : positions and velocities are continuously changing.
The team is composed by three similar agents, whose behaviour can vary widely according to the instantaneous state of their internal parameters, and depending on the value of two particular fuzzy variables : distance to the ball (DPB) and distance from the goal (DPG). It seems natural that only the close neighbourhood of every agent is of immediate relevance to that agent, so that the size of this neighbourhood is used to set a limit to the DPB variable range. By this way, decisions will be taken with degrees of certainty which can be zero out of the neighbourhood limits.
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Every agent includes perception and communication capabilities, so as decision capabilities. Since all the micro-robots of this project have the same technical specifications, various reactive models (behaviour roles, as for instance, defense, attack, and goal keeper) are programmed on them to avoid interfering each other, and to co-operate when they could mutually benefit.
An important capacity of an agent in multi-agent environments is the ability to decide its own actions based on its own goals. However, when considering the relationships between individual goals and community goals two issues arise : how the satisfaction of individual goals affects the satisfaction of community goals, and how the satisfaction of community goals leads to the satisfaction of the individual goals. In this work, the satisfaction of community goals is guaranteed because final decisions are criticised by a fusion procedure, which can be understood as a private action of a new agent socalled coach-agent . The role of this agent is to review the set of individual decisions and make some changes only when needed (see section 2.2.3).
When operating in multi-agent environments, intelligent agents must generally co-ordinate their actions ; thus they must communicate the proper knowledge and information. To develop techniques for deciding what to communicate is problematic [4] because it requires every agent to have a model of a message recipient and to infer the impact of a message on the recipient based on that model. In this work, communication primitives consist of a subset of those used in AGENT0 [2] , so that timely decision making is intended.
AGENT-ORIENTED PROGRAMMING
AOP can be intuitively viewed as an specialisation of the Object-Oriented Programming (OOP). Whereas, on the one hand, the OOP proposes to conceive software applications made of information modules or structures (so-called objects) that are able to exchange information between each other and that have individual ways of handling incoming messages by means of the so-called methods. On the other hand, AOP specialises the OOP framework by extending the state of the objects that now will be considered as agents with mental states (which consist of components such as beliefs, capabilities, and decisions). Moreover, the AOP contains further advanced and specialised methods of message passing between agents, as for example : to inform, request, offer, accept, reject, compete, and assist each other.
The declarative knowledge (rules of reasoning) of agents has to be implemented using Matlab/Simulink which does not include object-oriented programming capabilities. Therefore, differences between both paradigms (agents and simulation/control) in the analysis phase are solved by splitting objects and developing reasoning in a sequential order. Thus, reasoning is developed in three steps:
1. Each agent decides its own reactive action depending on its position on the ground and the relative situation of the ball. Then, they inform to any agent this decision. 2. Each agent decides its cognitive action. Agents get new information and take new decisions (co-operative −cognitive− ones) that have higher degree of certainty than the reactive ones [5] . Then, they inform to coach-agent. 3. Individual decisions of micro-robots are criticised by coach-agent and converted into actions by selecting from proposals of the soccer agents.
A simulation programme has been designed to test different reactive models, then any real micro-robots team runs with different co-ordination patterns by changing its own reactive models.
1 THE AGENT0
The emergence of a number of prototypical agent languages [6] [7] [8] is one sign that agent technology is more widely used, and that many more agent-based applications are likely to be developed in the near future. One such language is Shoham's AGENT0 system, which is the inspiration of this work. In this language, an agent is specified in terms of sets of:
1. Agent's capabilities : actions the agent is able to perform. 2. Initial beliefs and commitments : logical statements about the world, that the agent believes to be true or false. 3. Commitment Rules consist of antecedent conditions that are matched against incoming messages and the agent's internal states.
The key component, which determines how the agent acts, is the commitment rule set. Each commitment rule contains a message condition, a mental condition, and an action. To determine whether any rule fires, the message condition is matched against the messages the agent has received; the mental condition is matched against the beliefs of the agent. If the rule fires, then the agent becomes committed to the action. Actions may be private, corresponding to an internally executed subroutine, or communicative, i.e., sending messages.
Soccer players must be able to receive information about the environment (ball and players of the other team) and from the other players of the same team. The decision of every soccer player uses all this information as the basis of the reflexive reasoning and particular actions must be taken. Six actions, four private and two communicative, are defined for soccer players (see " Table 1" ).
〈 Private actions: shoot the ball (SHOOT), get the ball (GET), move forward (FORW), and go backwards (BACK). 〈 Communicative actions: send a decision to a specified soccer player (INFORM), and request an action to another soccer player (REQUEST).
When dealing with reactive systems, the controller is forced to send control signals to the system in every sample time and, in the soccer team this implies that the communicative actions cannot take a long time. Communication between agents could present sequences of commitments and timing problems appear when this communication takes longer than usual. Paying attention to that case, the number of commitments is constrained in every grain of time to be consistent with real time features.
Sometimes conflictive or unsolved situations appear, so actions are criticised [5] or reviewed by another co-operative agent, which has a global view of situations and suggests solutions to conflicts. Communicative actions involve changes on the certainty degrees of private actions so that fusion procedures are used to calculate the final actions in a more reliable and confident way.
Initial beliefs and agent capabilities can change according to the variation of the team strategy. In this work, databases are not used to store the whole history of the system, but destructive assignment (variables) are used to store only the 'recent' history.
2 STEP-BY-STEP REASONING
As mentioned above (see section 2), the reasoning procedure to control this soccer team has been accomplished by using three steps. Next sections describes how works these steps upon AGENT0 syntax, as well as some examples.
Reactive Decisions
In the first step of the reasoning procedure, every soccer player decides a private action instinctively. This decision depends on local environment configuration (BELIEFS) defined by two parameters: distance player-ball (DPB), and distance playergoal (DPG). Joint to this private action, the decision also has a degree of certainty (see " Fig. 3") to increase knowledge about the others.
As an example, " Fig. 3a" shows a top view of the micro-robot with the ball in three possible situations. Decisions will be : SHOOT when at '1', GET when at '2', and FORW or BACK when at '3' depending on DPG value. By this way, the first reasoning procedure would be expressed like rule 1 :
Similarly, when at '3' in point 'M' (see " Fig. 3b") , reasoning would be as rule 2 : 
Co-operative Decisions
This step implements the cognitive reasoning. It begins with a REQUEST (for communication) action, so that every agent can know the set (reactive_action, certainty, ID_player) of all other playmates. Therefore, when two playmates take conflictive decisions, certainty degrees are taken into account and one of them changes the former reactive decisions. Finally, agents communicate the decision to the coach-agent by an INFORM action.
" Fig. 4 " shows a situation where both Agent1 and Agent2 decide to GET the ball. After REQUEST themselves, Agent1 will change to another action because its DPB parameter brings less certainty than those obtained by Agent2. , where f(c1,c2) 0 , c1 c2
In this situation, since f(c1,c2)=0, Agent1 will change to FORW or BACK action using rules like 'rule 2'. This kind of communication is an exchange of information, and the knowledge of the environment increases. In that case, formed reactive decisions become co-operative ones.
Fusion Procedure
Since this reactive team might be myopic in their approach, global information is useful and it is in this capacity that the coach-agent can interact with this multi-agent control team [9] . After co-operative set of decisions are received by the coachagent, they are reviewed by a fusion procedure, which could be understood as a private action. Taking into account that this agent has a global overview of the environment, this difference in scope allows to solve remaining unsolved problems. This agent also contains some strategy parameters and can exert its influence based on a strategy of the match. " Fig. 5" shows an usual indecision-If none of the agents decides the 'GET' action but the strategy game needs to get it, the coach-agent will select the Agent2, which has the best position to get the ball.
Only the coach-agent can evaluate this kind of situations because of its global scope, that is to say, it only knows where is the ball and where are the playmates.
By this way, the role of the coach-agent is to change some co-operative decisions only if needed, and then REQUEST them. By this way, the private action of Agent2 could be as follows :
REQUEST(Coach,Agent2, DO(GET)) ⇒ DO(Agent2,SHOOT)
LOCAL MOTION
Decisions are high level descriptions of the control signals to be executed by the micro-robots, so that, individual set-point positions must be calculated. In this work, the close neighbourhood of each micro-robot is described by matrices. Therefore, relative set-point positions can be described as individual matrix elements, and are calculated by means of qualitative control [10] [11] . By this way, the close neighbourhood space is split and facilitates obstacle avoidance algorithms. " Fig. 6 " shows typical simple path planning with an obstacle detected at 'A' point that delays the achievement of committments.
This delay highlights the importance of persistence in intention to achieve goals. However, the real implementation contains this planning in HOST due to the limited amount of memory in the micro-robots microcontroller. 
MULTI-AGENT PARADIGM USING Matlab/Simulink
Step-by-step reasoning brings the opportunity to use modularised languages as Matlab/Simulink is. In this case, graphical tools provided by SIMULINK are useful because every step of reasoning can be programmed as a sequence of blocks diagram. As an example, " Fig. 7 " shows the blocks diagram corresponding to the reactive decision block. Then, previously defined DPG and DPB parameters are calculated so that a MATLAB-function block executes a fuzzy reactive action (i.e., action and its degree of certainty).
With this graphical language, communication is performed using input and output arrows. Therefore, communicative actions as INFORM and REQUEST are easily implemented (see "Fig. 8") . An static table is placed between the first and the second steps of reasoning, and message passing is allowed (block 'TABLE').
Since this structure of communication could be understood as a basic blackboard-based scheme, the aim is to provide a high level communication channel widely used in agent paradigm.
The implementation of all reasoning procedures is fully depicted in " Fig. 8 ", where PLY_X blocks are the reactive decision blocks of players 1, 2, and 3. The way that players send (INFORM) their decisions to the 'TABLE' block is implemented by using a MUX block, so that the decision set comes into the 'TABLE' block as a vector. In the next step, players will receive (REQUEST) that set of decisions from the 'TABLE' block as a vector, too.
Using the same vector representation, co-operative decisions come into the 'COACH-AGENT' block to be computed by a fusion procedure. This procedure consists of a sequential program that takes into account different strategy parameters : usual positions for every player, necessity to get the ball, and so on. Next, the coach-agent perfoms the COMMITMENT or the INFORM to-any-agent. Finally, a new set of decisions goes from the 'COACH-AGENT' block to every player and, locally, each one converts its final decision into a set-point position. This set-point is then executed by low level microrobot motion architectures.
When the simulation facility is used, an animation block is used to simulate the micro-robot movements. In this case, a cinematic model of the micro-robot is introduced into another block and current positions can be calculated. But in real essays, current position values are provided by a vision system, and set-point positions will be sent to each micro-robot by the HOST computer ('FM EMITTER' block). 
Fig. 8 Blocks diagram for
Step-By-Step reasoning
" Fig. 1 " shows a general scheme of the whole system, and the connections between its elements. So far, it is important to notice that communication between robots themselves is not available ; thus co-operative decisions are taken in the HOST computer. Therefore, since communicative actions related to reasoning process are designed by connecting blocks, an INFORM action from coach-agent to any-agent is implemented by using radio-communication.
REAL SYSTEM IMPLEMENTATION
Preceding sections described how private actions are decided using Matlab/Simulink framework. This section describe hardware, as well as special boards used for vision and communication. Paying attention to " Fig. 8 ", the system description also includes micro-robot technical specifications split in PLY_# and PlyCoop#.
A main reason to use Matlab/Simulink software yields on the fact that one of its facilities, the Real-Time Workshop, brings the opportunity to generate C-code ready to be compiled and executed even with real time features. In this work, WATCOM C/C++ compiler [12] is used and constrained to obtain MS-DOS executable files. Also, another important feature is that specific drivers can be programmed to connect Matlab/Simulink to a hardware computer, like frame grabbing board, RS-232C serial communication port, I/O boards, and so on.
(1)
Hardware Implementation 
1 VISION SYSTEM
The reasoning procedure needs to know the set of positions, speed and orientation of the robots, so as the ball speed and ball position. Since speed can be calculated using preceding position values, current values are provided by a vision system. In this work, the vision system is composed by a CCD camera, a special-purpose real-time image co-processor (RTC) [13] , and a PIP-1024B frame grabbing board [14] .
The CCD video camera send images to the RTC which execute colour segmentation operations in real-time. After these operations, the frame grabbing board gets the image and digitises it to calculate gravity centres of segmented objects. As can be seen in " Fig. 10 ", micro-robots have two colours to give important help to the vision system to obtain position and orientation of our team micro-robots.
3 MICRO-ROBOT STRUCTURE
According to MIROSOT rules, robots have strong constraints on their size so that communication features and autonomous motion capabilities must be implemented by using small devices. Micro-robots are composed by one FM receiver [16] , a microprocessor 8751, a power unit, two micro-motors [17] , and batteries for motion, communication and control unit supply voltages.
When the communication unit receives information, the FM receiver converts it to RS-232C protocol and sent it to the on-board microprocessor. After programme calculations, control signals are generated and finally executed by PWM modulation.
The main program enables two interruption lines: a RS-232C port line, and an external one. With the first line, new commands from the host can be received so that new relative set-point positions are accepted. On the other hand, the external interruption line is connected to an infrared sensor in order to avoid collisions or finely detect the ball.
Fig. 11
The Implemented Soccer Micro-robots
CONCLUSIONS
This project is quite stimulating in several terms. With respect to the technical features of the proposed solution, the Matlab/Simulink integrated vision system is able to calculate position and orientation of the ball and micro-robots taking approximately 750ms. long. The micro-robots are not as autonomous as desired to apply agents approaches on stand-alone.
The system was applied on-line without the immediate need of generating C code.
With respect to the research on this project, the first idea from the analysis phase is that agents are a natural way of thinking about distributed, specialised autonomous systems. To deal with this aim two interesting results have appeared :
The former, the Shoham selected AOP [2] is quite general and basically enough for our system, and though implementation of cooperation is done in the HOST the conceptual features are cooperative. Let us explain further on this: the analysis of this project is a subset of SHOHAM AGENT0, and anyway, the solution is proper. In the design phase the subset of SHOHAM was equally enough. In the implementation phase, most of the responsibility for the co-operation is supported by the HOST system mainly due to the half-duplex nature of the communication device finally implemented in our robots, and also by the limited capabilities of the chosen INTEL 8751 micro-processor. Furthermore, since these microrobots are not fully sensorised, this is not, so far, a loss of generality of the final solution.
The latter, the necessity of implementing AOP within a CACSD framework closer to control engineers, is justified for facilitating the analysis and design phases because, first, of the continuous time dynamic simulation facilities of the selected CACSD system, Matlab/Simulink, and second, because the amount of control oriented toolboxes that are developed from current research to this environment suggest a brilliant platform for the application of AOP in automatic control and automation. However, implementing the AOP is not easy because this is not an OOP framework. One conclusion is that Matlab/Simulink could extremely help the analysis and design phases if this system was object-oriented. Nowadays, some works try to deal with this lack [18] [19] . On the other hand, in the implementation phase this tool is now quite powerful to generate C software code (both non-real and real time operation) which is extremely interesting in obtaining a final integrated automatic control-oriented system [20] .
Therefore, this could be a first step to a general application of agents in the world of automatic control and robotics by using tools that are common in the former area. The drawback is that object oriented paradigms are not extended enough and agents have problems to be applied in practical implementations. This paper shows a possibly first success in practical application/implementation of agents in automatic control.
